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Abstract

We present the results for a direct search for light gluinos through the appearance of h™3p 0 with high transverse
momentum in the vacuum tank of the NA48 experiment at CERN. We find one event within a lifetime range of 10y9–10y3

s and another one between 10y10–10y9 s. Both events are consistent with the expected background from neutrons in the
beam, produced by 450 GeV protons impinging on the Be targets, which interact with the residual air in the tank. From these
data we give limits on the production of the hypothetical gg bound state, the R0 hadron, and its R0 ™hg decay in the R0˜ ˜
mass range between 1 and 5 GeV. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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w xRecent theoretical work 1,2 has proposed a class
Ž .of supersymmetric models in which the gluino g̃

Ž .and the photino g are expected to have small˜
masses and the photino is stable and an ideal candi-
date for dark matter. In such models there is a

Ž .hypothetical spin-1r2 gluon-gluino gg bound state,˜
the R0 hadron. This strongly interacting particle is
expected to have a mass of a few GeV and a lifetime
between 10y10 and 10y6 s. For these reasons the

w x Ž .NA48 experiment 3 see Fig. 1 , designed to mea-
Ž X .sure the CP violation parameter R e re using high

intensity K and K beams, is a suitable experimentL S

to look for R0’s produced by a 450 GeV proton
beam impinging on a Be target.

We have searched for R0 ™hg through the ap-˜
pearance of h™3p 0 with high transverse momen-
tum in the decay volume of this experiment, under
the assumption that the g is not detectable. Neutral˜
kaons do not decay into h’s because they are 50
MeV heavier, therefore h’s are not expected to be
found in decay volume of this experiment. The data
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the NA48 beamline and detector. In this detector photons are identified with a high resolution liquid krypton
electromagnetic calorimeter. Extra photon activity is detected by a set of anti-counters located along the vacuum tank. Also shown is the
charged spectrometer consisting of a magnet and wire chamber planes, complemented by a muon veto system, a hadronic calorimeter, and
hodoscope triggering planes. See text for the definition of the longitudinal vertex position, d.

were collected in about 3 weeks of data taking
during 1997.

As shown in Fig. 1, the NA48 experiment has two
nearly collinear K and K beams which operateS L

w xconcurrently 4 . The beams are produced from 1.1
=1012 and 3.4=107 protons impinging on the 40
cm long K and K Be targets, respectively, everyL S

14.4 s in a burst that is 2.4 s long. Decays occurring
in the K and K beamline are distinguished by aS L

tagging scintillator hodoscope which is positioned in
the proton beam producing the K beam by measur-S

ing the time of flight between the tagging scintillator
hodoscope and the main detector. This dual beamline

Ž y10 y3 .design offers a wide lifetime range 10 –10 s
in the R0 search.

A dedicated trigger derived from the e
Xre neutral

trigger, based on the liquid krypton electromagnetic
Ž . w xcalorimeter LKr 5 information, was implemented

in order to select 3p 0 events with high transverse

Ž .momentum high-P . The complete ‘neutral’ triggerT
w xsystem is described in Ref. 6 . The high-P triggerT

decision was based on the calculated total electro-
magnetic energy E , the first moment of the en-LKr

ergy m , the energy center-of-gravity COG, and the1

number of clusters in each projection. These quanti-
ties are calculated from:

E s0.5= m qm ,Ž .LKr 0 x 0 y

2 2m s m qm ,(1 1 x 1 y

COGsm rE ,1 LKr

where m sÝ E , m sÝ E , m sÝ x E , m0 x i i 0 y j j 1 x i i i 1 y

sÝ y E , are the calculated moments in each pro-j j j

jection, and the i and j indices denote summation
Žover energies and position of the vertical x-projec-

. Ž .tion and horizontal y-projection strips of the LKr
Ž .calorimeter. The point xs0, ys0 is defined at the
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center of the calorimeter. The resulting high-P trig-T

ger had a high background rejection power with
losses less than 25% of the geometrically accepted
signal. This was achieved by requiring E G40LKr

GeV, m G1500 GeV cm, COGG20 cm, and four1

or more distinguishable clusters in at least one of the
two projections. The COG requirement limits the
transverse momentum to more than 0.15 GeV for hs
of momentum greater then 75 GeV, while the first
moment requirement rejects backgrounds from K L

™3p 0’s, where some of the photons escape detec-
Ž .tion. The largest measured loss 15% for fully con-

tained events is due to the overlapping of clusters in
both projections. For the final trigger to be issued,
the neutral trigger signal required to be in anti-coin-
cidence with the muon veto and the ring-shape array
of photon detectors appearing as ‘‘anti-counters’’ in
Fig. 1. The high-P trigger was downscaled by aT

factor of two. The resulting trigger rate was below
100 triggersrburst out of a total of 13,000
triggersrburst handled by the data acquisition sys-
tem during the data taking using 1.5=1012 pro-
tonsrburst on the K target.L

The six photons in an event are used to recon-
struct three p 0’s that have to come from a common
vertex. The photons must have energies above 2
GeV, a time difference between them which is
smaller than 1.5 ns, to be within the defined LKr
fiducial volume, and to have no track in the drift
chambers. In addition, it is required that there is no
activity in the hadronic calorimeter and that the
energy of the h’s is greater than 95 GeV. The

0 Ž .reconstructed p masses, m d , are used as con-i

straints in a fit to minimize the x 2 as a function of
the longitudinal vertex position, d, without an as-
sumption on the mass of the parent particle, that is,

2Ž . 3 Ž Ž ..2 2
0x d sÝ m ym d rs . The typical erroris1 p i i

on the p 0 mass s is around 1.2 MeV. We will seti

a mass window "6 MeV wide, which corresponds
0 2Ž .to approximately "3s for 3p events. The x d

was required to be smaller than 8, which corresponds
Ž .to a confidence level CL larger than 98.2%.

The masses of the selected high-P events areT

shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the best fit longitu-
dinal vertex position. We find 152 K ™3p 0 eventsL

and 31 h™3p 0 events in the d-region between
y300 and 9600 m. The integrated beam corresponds
to 1.2=1017 and 2.1=1012 protons impinging on

Fig. 2. Reconstructed high transverse momentum K and hL

particle decays into 3p 0 in the vacuum region. The two horizon-
tal lines define the mass window for h candidates. The inserted
plot includes the h events produced by beam interactions in

Ž .elements of the beamline see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 before the
allowed fiducial decay volume.

the K and K targets, respectively. The COGL S

distribution for the K ™3p 0 events is consistentL

with simulations made for elastic and quasi-elastic
interactions in the AKS and beam cleaning collima-
tors shown in Fig. 3.

Since the h has a very short lifetime, its decay
vertex practically coincides with the position at which
it was produced. Therefore, the expected R0 signa-
ture is an h with high-P in the vacuum region rightT

after the last collimators and the AKS counter. The
fiducial region begins around 6 m downstream of the
K target, and ends at around 96 m downstream atS

the Kevlar window, see Fig. 1. The vertex resolution
for h™3p 0 events is about 70 cm. Therefore, in
order to reduce the background from h’s produced
in the collimators and the AKS counter, only events
with a vertex which is at least 200 cm away from the
AKS counter position were accepted. As shown in
Fig. 2, there are three events that survive all the
above cuts and they are in the mass window of "6
MeV. of the mass resolution for 3p 0 events. The
vertex of the most downstream event is consistent
with the position of the Kevlar window, and there-
fore is excluded from the analysis. The two remain-
ing events are identified as one particle coming from
the K Be target and the other one from the K BeL S

target, by comparing the time of the event as defined
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the last set of beam collimators for the K and K beamline.S L

by the LKr system and the K proton tagging systemS
w x7 . A time difference smaller than 1.5 ns is required
for an association with the K target. We assign oneS

event produced in the K beamline and the otherL

one in the K beamline. The tagging system has anS

efficiency greater than 99.9%, but the rate of protons
in the tagger is of the order of 30 MHz, which gives
a probability greater than 10% of having an event
from the K beamline identified as coming from theL

K due to an accidental coincidence.S

The main background is due to diffractive neutron
interactions in the remaining air in the 6–9=10y5

mbar vacuum region. There are also about 109 pho-
tonsrburst coming from the K beamline, but theyL

do not contribute to the background because their
mean energy is only 30 GeV. The expected mean
energy for the neutrons in the K and K beamlinesL S

is around 190 GeV and 100 GeV, and the expected
rates are 2=108 and 1.5=104 per burst, respec-
tively.

The background estimates are based on a special
run taken with a charged 75 GeV pion beam where
pyN ™ hX events were recorded, and where
Ž y .s p N™hX was measured from eight hours of

data taking in which 107 pionsrburst hit a 6 cm
thick CH -target at the nominal SPS cycle time. In2

these data only h™3p 0 events with h energies
above 95 GeV had trigger requirements similar to
those of the high-P 3p 0 trigger. For this reason, asT

already mentioned a minimum energy requirement of
95 GeV in the analysis was applied for the events
shown in Fig. 2. However, we do not see additional
high-P h events if this requirement is relaxed.T

The estimates for high-P h production in inter-T

actions of neutrons in the vacuum tank are found
Ž yfrom the ratios of cross sections s p N ™

. Ž .hX rs nN™hX . We find that our sample should
Ž y5 .contain about 0.4 and 1.0= 10 h’s in the K L

and the K beamline, respectively. The backgroundS

estimates for the K beamline can be cross checkedS
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using the h events produced in the collimators and
Ž . w xthe 2 mm Iridium crystal AKS 8 . The AKS is

located around 6 m after the K target, and is usedS

to detect K decaying before this point. As shown inS

the inserted plot in Fig. 2 and in more detail in Fig.
4, there are 31 events produced in the region of the
AKS and collimators. According to the tagging sys-
tem 13 of them are in the K beamline whichS

implies an expected background of 0.4=10y5 h

events produced by all particles in that beamline.
This is consistent with the p N estimates.

As discussed above, there is a 10% probability
that an event produced in the K beamline is as-L

signed to the K instead, and a 40% probability ofS

having an h event in our data sample that was
produced by neutrons in the K beamline. As aL

consequence, the probability of having two K eventsL

and that one of them is tagged as from the K S

beamline is 1.2%. Therefore, we conclude that all
events, both in the K and the K beamline, areS L

consistent with background expectation.
As shown in Fig. 5, the detector acceptance for

0Ž . 0h™3p BR,32% events produced from R ™hg̃

decaying within the fiducial volume, shows a strong
dependence on the mass ratio between the R0 and
the g , rsm 0rm . At long lifetimes andror for˜ R g̃

ry14m rm the acceptance becomes almost in-h g̃

Fig. 4. Vertex distribution for h particles produced in the beam
collimators region, see Fig. 3. Based on the vertex position, we
can conclude that most of the events coming from the K S

beamline were produced at the AKS. As in the analysis, the zero
vertex position is defined at the location of the AKS Iridium
crystal.

Fig. 5. Total selection efficiency for several values of the mass
ratio r s m 0 rm and R0 lifetime as a function of the R0 mass.R g̃

dependent of r. We have assumed that the R0 energy
spectrum is the same as that of L production mea-

w xsured by this experiment 9 . The sensitivity to the
energy spectrum is weak, and it is seen only at short
lifetimes, where the sensitivity drops very quickly as
a function of R0 mass.

The angular acceptance in the K and the KL S

beamline is 0.15 and 0.375 mrad, respectively. The
maximum difference in the angular acceptance be-

" "tween neutral kaons and p ,K ,p,p was found us-
w xing the results from Ref. 10 and used as an upper

estimate of the expected difference in ‘collimator’
acceptance between R0 and neutral kaons. We con-
cluded that the R0 ‘collimator’ acceptance will be
smaller than that of kaons by about 4% and 23% in
the K and the K beamline, respectively.L S

The expected interaction rate for R0 N is expected
to be between 10% to 100% of the pN cross section
w x11 . This means that the ratio of the absorption

Fig. 6. Upper limits at 95% confidence level on the flux ratio of
R0 and K production in pq-Be interactions assuming a 100%L

branching ratio for this decay mode. A small improvement in the
exclusion at small lifetime is obtained from K events.S
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Fig. 7. Upper limits at 95% CL on the flux ratio between R0 and
K production in p-Be interactions for r s2.2. The second plotL

shows the 10y6 contours limits given by the analysis presented
here and by the KTeV collaboration. In both cases a 100%
branching ratio in the analysed decay mode R0 ™hg was as-˜
sumed.

probabilities in the Be target of R0 and kaons can be
between 0.75 and 1.

It is more conservative to not apply a background
subtraction, but to evaluate the limits based on one
signal event in each beam. In addition, it is assumed
that the branching ratio of R0 ™hg is equal to˜
100%. After taking all the above in consideration
and since most of our data comes from the K L

beamline, we first consider the ration of R0 and K L

fluxes. The resulting limits on the flux ratio between
R0 ™hg and K production at a 95% CL are shown˜ L

Ž . Ž .in Fig. 6 a , b . The fall-off in the sensitivity for
0 Ž .small R mass on the left side of plot a is due to

the loss in phase space for the h to be produced,
Ž .while the drop in the right side in b is due to the

decrease in detected events as the lifetime increases.
The numbers of expected K and K at the exitL S

of the last collimator are 2=107 and 2=102, re-
spectively. This means that there are also enough
protons in the K target in order to improve theS

limits at low lifetimes. The K data gives an upperS

bound of 10y5 and 10y4 for rs2.5 and rs1.3,
respectively, based on one event.

These results can be summarized for rs2.2 by
plotting the contours of the upper limits at 95% CL.
These are shown in Fig. 7 where they are compared
with the best limit at 90% CL from the direct search

0 q y w xfor R ™p p g by the KTeV Collaboration 12 .˜
The two searches are complementary and not neces-
sarily comparable because of the different decay
modes. Both analyses show their results by setting
the indicated branching ratio equal to 100%. The

two-body R0 decays are suppressed due to approxi-
w xmate C invariance in SUSY QCD 2 , while the

three-body decays are not. The p 0, h and R0 have
Csq1, while Csy1 for photinos. Nevertheless,
our limits on the R0rK flux ratio are stringent onL

the R0 production even if the branching ratio of
R0 ™hg is of the order of 10y2 .˜

Though R0 production cross sections are quite
model dependent, and the theoretical uncertainties in
the estimates of the R0 branching ratio into R0 ™hg̃

and the productions cross sections of R0’s are rather
large. Nevertheless, the available perturbative QCD

w x 0calculations 13 imply that the R rK flux ratioL

goes as 0.14ey2.7mR0. This implies that R0s with low
mass are excluded by these results even if the
branching ratio for R0 ™hg is at the level of 1%, as˜
shown in Fig. 7 for an R0 lifetime of 10y8.

In conclusion, limits are given on the upper val-
ues for the R0rK flux ratio in a region of R0 massL

and lifetime between 1–5 GeV and 10y10–10y3 s,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, depending on the
value for the branching ratio of R0 ™hg , the 95%˜
CL on the upper value on the R0rK flux ratioL

could be as low as 6=10y9 for a R0 with a mass of
1.5 GeV, a lifetime of 6=10y9 s and rs2.5.
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